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___________________________________________________________________________ 
Abstract 
The mature, yet sound banking industry in South Africa is being disrupted by the information age, 
demanding and informed millennials, sluggish economic growth and new entrants rivalling traditional 
norms. To attract and retain bank clients, value proposition as a strategic tool can be applied to meet 
customer’s changing banking demands but also to meet the bank’s strategy for higher and sustainable 
profits. Value proposition provides a platform where customers’ needs can be addressed through a 
holistic relationship with their bank and ideally banks are able to establish an all-inclusive view of the 
customer. The study reveals that the bank under study is employing value proposition as a high-level 
strategy, and not only as a marketing strategy to optimize profits and advance customer relations. 
However, the realistic conditions and challenges that the bank faces in the implementation of value 
proposition strategy are not as simplistic as its strategy, and this research depicts such findings. 
Therefore, instead of applying a marketing lens to value proposition, this study presents a unique 
demonstration of value proposition as a business strategy. Using an interpretivist approach, qualitative 
research was employed to interview fifteen relationship managers in one mature South African bank. 
Key findings revealed that the bank was considered reactive and banking customers were price-sensitive. 
While the bank is attempting to embrace technological change, service levels are declining. Findings 
were grouped into four themes and it was uncovered that the bank’s attempts at value proposition, are 
still bank centric, and not customer centric. Recommendations are based on strategic literature and 
findings so as to meet the identified challenges. Recommendations are to enhance the bank’s information 
systems and relook current value proposition strategies to improve the bank’s position in the market. 
This research contributes theoretically by adding to the body of knowledge on value proposition as a 
strategic business tool. The practical contribution is that relationship managers as implementers of 
strategy become aware of the critical role they play in understanding the perceptions of value proposition 
from the customer’s points of view.  
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1. 1 Introduction 
In the current economic environment, all organisations, including banks, need to think of new and 
innovative means of increasing sales (Smith, 2016). Driven by an increasingly affluent middle class, 
competition is becoming rife and the retail banking space more fluid (Harris, 2013). This has also resulted 
in niche banks, and other non-traditional retail banking alternatives entering the retail banking space 
(Writer, 2015). However, instead of broadening its offering to reach all potential clients, banks now 
narrow their offering and develop highly focused customer value propositions (Evans, 2013).   
 
South Africa’s four major banks are changing their focus to concentrate on customer segments that 
promise bigger income, while at smaller and niche banks competition is also on the rise for the same 
segments of customers (Writer, 2015). According to Harris (2013), the South African banking industry 
is experiencing unprecedented competition, driven by both an effort to increase revenue and through 
attempts at offering better-featured products and services. 
  
Therefore, in their search for new means of increasing sales, profitability and business performance, 
banks are using customer value proposition as a strategic tool (Moorthi, Bijuna. and Mohan, 2017). It 
requires in-depth knowledge of the industry, competitors, and customers for bank managers, and for 
researchers, as a fairly new field in strategic management, the concept of value proposition warrants 
further investigation and research. 
 
1.2 Background 
South African banks have been competing successfully on a global scale, and consistently rank among 
the top ten of the best banks in the world (PWC, 2013). The South African banking industry is mature, 
and has been dominated by four major banks, being Absa (Amalgamated Banks of South Africa), First 
National Bank (FNB), Nedbank and Standard Bank (KPMG, 2016). However, Capitec Bank, established 
in 2001, has recently surpassed Nedbank in terms of number of customers and is now the third biggest 
bank in South Africa (BusinessTech, 2016). A relative newcomer, Capitec is the only bank in South 
Africa and in the world that has received a Five-Star grading, and this can be credited to their innovation 
and customer orientation (BASA, 2018). Capitec’s value proposition of offering more value for less, 
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combined with simple fee structures, was the unique selling point that enabled their entry and growth in 
this relatively monopolised banking industry (KPMG, 2016).  
 
To create a truly compelling customer value proposition, customer attention must be attracted and 
retained, and customers must be convinced of the value created by the offering (Evans, 2013). A 
mismatch between customer needs and value proposition may be perceived as a lack of customer 
orientation and may lead to a loss in market share. A case in point is Absa’s loss of the “Coolest Brand” 
accolade to First National Bank (FNB), and the bank’s continued market share hemorrhage (Writer, 
2015). The sustainability and continued survival of all organisations, including banks, and the value they 
create for stakeholders remains a top priority for managers, and in that quest, they continue to seek 
innovative means to achieve those objectives (Dalcher, 2012). Knowledgeable and informed customers, 
the threat of new entrants offering substitute products via novel delivery channels, as well as digital 
banking driven by changing technology are only some of the challenges faced by commercial banks 
(Vaaraniemi, 2013; Voutsas & Heinrich, 2011). Considering this background, management efforts to 
reclaim and maintain market share and profitability, using innovation and a unique customer value 
proposition, become an interesting field of investigation.  
 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 The concept of customer value proposition 
Excellence in customer service is a vital element of customer value proposition, the other being the 
product life cycle (Levitt, 1965; Nwankwo; 1995; Hudadoff, 2017). Customer satisfaction is central to 
many management decisions, yet not always easy to accomplish and sustain (Nwankwo, 1995; Lim, Lee 
& Kim, 2015).  Value proposition in a banking context is a service or product feature or a combination 
of features that make the offering attractive to customers (Evans, 2013). Developing and sustaining 
products, services or features to attract and retain customers are critical to the endurance of any 
organisation. Understanding the experience of the targeted consumer is vital and without such 
information, marketing and senior managers are blind to the deficiencies of their offerings and the options 
open to their customers (Hudadoff, 2017). Armed with this intelligence however, management can 
streamline its product marketing activities, more accurately value products, gain competitor insight, 
develop a deeper understanding of their target users and create excitement and direction within the 
organisation (Smith, 2016). According to Mulder (2012) and ToolsHero.com (2012), there are different 
categories that a customer considers important and that lead to the development of the customer value 
proposition, which are functional value, emotional value, economic value, symbolic and end value, as 
per the diagram below.    
 
 Figure 1: Creating a value proposition. (Source: Mulder, 2012; toolshero.com, 2012) 
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2.2 Customer value proposition as business strategy 
A business strategy requires a hierarchy of strategies, supporting and complementing each other, and is 
a structured means of achieving an organisation’s mission (Gamble, Thompson & Peteraf, 2018). These 
comprise a corporate strategy, which spells out overall direction, a business strategy, aimed at improving 
competitive position, a functional strategy to achieve corporate and business unit objectives and an 
operations strategy, concerned with specific operating activities with strategic significance (Gamble et 
al., 2018; Venter, 2016). A delicate interplay exists between a customer value proposition, its costs and 
overall business strategy and digitally advanced customers demand pro-active strategies from their 
banks, that put them at the centre of the bank’s focus (Michla, 2014). This approach requires strong 
leadership and the competence to identify and implement value proposition as a strategic business 
imperative for an organisation (Voutsas & Heinrich, 2011; Kelly, 2014). Yet, several studies have 
illustrated that managers score lower on the ability to strategise as opposed to leaders (Diffen, 2015; 
Venter, 2016). Therefore, the manner in which the leaders of an organisation can change its value 
proposition can lead to improving its competitive advantage (Venter, 2016). Leaders utilise their power 
to influence managers, teams and supervisors in sub-units to ensure effective execution of business, 
functional and operational strategies (Gamble et al., 2018; Kriger & Zhovtobryukh, 2013) 
 
A concerted effort is required to create value proposition that satisfy the customers’ needs but also 
facilitate the bank’s strategy, which according to Wheelen and Hunger (2012) is the combination of 
efforts that form the game plan, with which organisations intend to outperform their rivals. These efforts 
include choices customer and employee satisfaction, positioning the organisation in the market how to 
optimize resources and achieve performance targets (Gamble et al., 2018). However, there still seems to 
be a disconnect between what customers want and what banks offer and banks need to make a conscious 
effort to get to know the needs of their customers (Voutsas & Heinrich, 2011). Profitability and low-risk 
business appear to be key considerations in the competitive strategy of banks although, like any other 
business, banks have to balance the costs of offering customers value with the benefits thereof (Writer, 
2015). Business organisations frequently profess to be customer centric but Evans (2013) states that 
although developing a compelling customer value proposition seems like the achievement of what is 
professed, it is not always attainable if there is a misalignment between customer and business needs. 
 
Value consists of two major features, which are benefits and sacrifice, and customers perceive value as 
a trade-off between relative price and relative quality (Michla, 2014). Banks on the other hand want to 
increase their customer base, but want to do so by attracting high value generating, low risk customers, 
and offering them products and services, that, according to the bank represents value (Jones, 2013). 
Benefits from the customer’s point of view represents convenient and safe electronic banking at an 
optimal interest rate, while not having to sacrifice too much in terms of fees and effort (Michla, 2014). 
   
2.3 Customer value proposition in the banking sector 
As many countries globally, the South African economy is experiencing turbulent times (Writer, 2015). 
During such times, banks focused mostly on value proposition from their own perspectives (Jones, 2013). 
Instead banks should focus on customer value proposition holistically by not concentrating only on the 
economic benefit to the bank, but also taking the customers’ needs into consideration. Competition in 
the affluent market is fierce and banks are targeting these customers because they are highly profitable, 
low-risk customers (Writer, 2015). These customers are drawn by a compelling value proposition 
although many banks might not fully understand this principle and override this by pushing the business 
instead of the customer agenda (MasterCard, 2015). Capitec is the only bank who is not focusing on high 
value customers (Lafferty, 2017). 
 
Relationship managers are agents of their employers and as such their personal perceptions impact the 
decisions taken their employers’ behalves (Bosse & Phillips, 2016). It is expected that agents should act 
in the best interest of all the employers’ stakeholders, i.e. shareholders, fellow employees and customers 
(Pouryousefi & Frooman, 2017). Varied risk appetites, moral and ethical standing, perceptions, 
knowledge and capabilities may influence how agents execute their duties (Bosse & Phillips, 2016).     
 
Banks cannot ignore the force of local competition and the significance of customer retention (De Young 
& Rice, 2004). Without an effective strategy to retain customers, banks can end up with an expensive 
battle of poaching and counter-poaching each other’s customers. In today’s operating environment, one 
of the biggest challenges facing South African banks is retaining existing customers and making more 
profit from them (PASA, 2014). Therefore, while it is clear that the banks are striving to gain or regain 
market share and their clients are looking for more value, it is not clear if these efforts are leading to 
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customer satisfaction or to the bank meeting its strategic objective of profitability. An investigation is 
therefore needed to determine the role of value proposition for both customers and banks. 
 
3. Methodology 
3.1 The research problem 
Smith’s (2016) definition that superior customer value can be viewed as a positive trade-off between 
benefits obtained and the price paid seems to sketch matters from the customer’s vantage point, not 
considering the bank’s strategic and operational imperatives. It is not clear what value proposition a 
South African bank follows to meet both its strategic objectives and customer needs. The name of the 
bank is not indicated in this research for reasons of anonymity. Therefore to address this research 
problem, the following primary and supporting objectives have been formulated: 
 
Primary objective 
To investigate value proposition as a strategic tool in a South African bank.  
Secondary objectives 
In a bid to address the primary objective, the following supporting objectives are formulated: 
1. To analyse current retail bank customer behaviour in a South African bank 
2. To analyse the customers’ preferences versus the retail banking needs to create value 
3. To identify market trends, best practices and developments influencing the retail bank customer 
value propositions  
4. To investigate the cost versus the benefit of customer value propositions 
5. To understand the value proposition from the customer point of view 
6. To understand the value proposition from the bank point of view 
7. To make recommendations to retail bank managers regarding successful implementation of 
value proposition 
 
3.2 Research approach 
Due to the epistemic stance of the researchers that knowledge is socially constructed, interpretive inquiry 
was selected as the preferred research approach, in which the researchers can interpret what they see, 
hear and understand (Creswell, 2013), and co-construct new knowledge. Furthermore, the researchers’ 
ontology is that the interpretation of knowledge is multiple and relative and sought to understand the 
feelings, values and perceptions that underlie and influence the behaviour of the bank managers in the 
sample (Babbie & Mouton, 2011). The qualitative research approach has been selected for this research 
for its appropriate fit with an inquiry that analyses how information is conveyed through language and 
behaviour in natural settings (Westburns, 2011). 
 
The banking industry in South Africa, a collection of organisations with similar characteristics, was 
selected as the target population of this study. These are Capitec Bank, Standard Bank, First National 
Bank, Absa and Nedbank (BASA, 2015). In these banks, only the relationship managers who are directly 
involved in customer value proposition were identified as the study’s target population. Relationship 
managers are middle managers whose role is to assist Private Banking clients as a single point of contact 
for banking, provide specialist financial and wealth planning solutions, offer the best investment 
solutions, assist with foreign exchange and structure their customers lending. The sample of the study 
consists of the Personal and Business Banking Unit in one of the five retail banks. The Investment 
Banking division was excluded because of the discerning differences in offering and operational 
management. Stratified sampling was selected on account of its shared characteristics, and because the 
sample size best represents the entire population under study (Churchill, 2010).  
 
The researchers have purposefully selected relationship managers in the retail bank to provide a more 
accurate understanding of value as perceived by them. The relationship managers were best suited to 
address the research questions and contribute to the understanding and interpretation of value 
proposition. While many customer-facing employees in banks are junior level staff, relationship 
managers are middle management employees. Relationship managers have close contact with customers 
to provide insight into customer’s needs and value proposition at a senior level. The researchers were 
aware and guarded against the influence of personal agendas and unaligned goals on the part of middle 
managers. Agency theory holds that problems may emerge in agency relationships due to unaligned goals 
or different aversion levels to risk (Bosse & Phillips, 2016). The participant’s demographic profiles, such 
as age, ethnicity, the level of education and work experience can contribute to unaligned goals, which 
may affect the ability of relationship managers to complete their work, their overall diversity within the 
organisation and their ability to understand the implementation of value proposition. 
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3.3 Data 
Data was collected using a self-developed, semi-structured interview schedule. The questions were 
structured so that the interviews were focused, clear and encouraged open-ended responses. Interviews 
provide an opportunity for complex and unknown issues to be explored (Collis & Hussey, 2003). Fifteen 
face-to-face interviews were conducted at the bank’s head office over a 3-month period with relationship 
managers at one bank in South Africa. Using purposive criteria and a stratified sample, the researchers 
decided on fifteen interviews with relationship managers at one branch, as this sample is fairly 
homogenous. The choice of stratified sampling also reduces the logistical costs associated with other 
sampling choices (Westburns, 2011).   
 
To observe and respect ethical considerations, the researchers obtained prior consent from the 
participating bank and the research institution involved. Furthermore, the researchers ensured that data 
collected during interviews was treated with confidentiality and that the anonymity of the bank and the 
participants was protected at all times. The participants are colleagues of one of the researchers and 
known to her and therefore complete anonymity is not possible. However, this information is not 
divulged in this study. No audio recordings were made during the interviews, and all hand-written notes 
collected were transcribed onto MS Word, kept on a personal computer, in password-protected folders.      
 
4. Results and Discussion 
Demographic results 
Most of the participants were between ages of 30-39 years. This illustrates that the relation managers are 
relatively young. More of the participants were male to availability of participants at the time the 
interviews were conducted. Most of the managers had completed high school, some hold bachelors’ 
degrees and a few held post-graduate qualifications, including masters’ qualifications. 
 
 
Results from the data collected 
The findings of the study were grouped into themes based on the research questions. The four themes 
that were identified were customer behaviour, customer preferences, bank behaviour and bank strategy. 
The findings are represented in the following themes: 
 
Theme 1: Customer behaviour 
 Participant 11 expressed that retail banking customers tend to have large deposits and high status, 
which requires exceptional, consistent levels of quality service and investment advice. 
 Participant 5 highlighted that the bank is reactive as it has a good barometer for measuring customer 
experience. Customer experience is often measured through customer complaints.  
 Participant 15 stated that the private banking benefits that resonated most with customers were 
removed, which lead to customers closing their accounts. This results in the bank losing its 
competitive edge as it does not have products, services and features that are relevant or attractive in 
the market.  
 
Theme 2: Customer preferences 
 Participant 12 provided examples of product launches done by the bank that provided incomplete 
information to customers about the functionality of the products. Forming a bond that transforms the 
customer experience requires delivering on the moments of truth for their customers. The bank 
therefore loses credibility and reputation with its customers because of inconsistent and incomplete 
information. 
 Participant 3 stated that providing bank rewards to customers can create customer loyalty. She 
further explained that the bank previously provided customers with promotional items, however this 
benefit has been removed. Thus, the bank loses out on the opportunity to entrench its brand, enhance 
customer loyalty, promote a favourable image and increase sales.  
 Participant 14 stated that price can be a differentiator. He further explained that a key deciding factor 
for customers’ choice of a bank was based on price competitiveness. The bank under study is 
considered to be expensive in the market, which makes acquiring new customers difficult.  
 Participant 7 felt that the bank has responded well to customers requiring convenient self-service 
and online channels. The bank has addressed the changing needs for technological integration of 
banking in today’s information age.  
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Theme 3: Bank behaviour 
 Participants 1 explained that the priority of the bank was the new extension of home loans and 
vehicle and asset finance due to higher profit margins on these products. However, this has been 
done at the expense of customer experience.  
 Participant 10 indicated that the bank struggles to be open and honest with customers, particularly 
from a pricing perspective. A lack of transparency regarding pricing can lead to lower consumer 
confidence and reluctance for customers to recommend the bank’s services to others. This also 
dampens the relationship manager’s ability to confidently sell a product that has hidden costs. 
 However, Participant 8 highlighted that the organisation fails to deliver compelling proposition due 
to organisational capabilities and restraints. The lack of this capability impedes the relationship 
managers to improve their capacity to perform at high levels. A participant explains: ‘We don’t have 
the infrastructure and we need to deliver on the things that matter to customers. If the bankers can 
do RTC (real-time clearance of funds transferred) but then we empower the client to do it.’  
 Participant 2 agreed that the products, offerings and information technology prevents them from 
delivery. Product and service quality also emanated as very important in retail banking. 
 
Theme 4: Bank strategy  
 Participant 14 stated that pricing in retail banking was very influential in attracting and retaining 
retail bank customers. It also showed that the bank’s business model was to use transactional fees in 
order to be profitable.  
 Participant 7 expressed that the bank is able to attract younger customers, but battled to attract older 
customers who want exclusivity and status. The bank has lost its position as a niche and exclusive 
brand.  
 Participant 4 stated that the bank lags behind other retail banks in the country in terms of product 
leadership. The bank’s inefficiency with product leadership results in lost opportunities to create 
ideas, solid products being released and increased sales. This can lead in an inability to develop 
customers’ trust, improve visibility and increase value over time.  
 Participant 10 criticised the bank for losing customers to rival banks and explained that customers 
at times state that they want to leave the bank due to perceived fraud. Customers feel that their money 
is not safe in the bank, although the bank has a long history in South Africa and promotes strength 
and stability. The increase in fraud and distrust in customers may push customers to choose other 
banks where customers feel that their money would be kept safe.  
 
5. Implications for managers, conclusions and recommendations 
This study finds that although the bank being investigated professes it, its relationship managers do not 
think that their current offering is truly customer-centric. Optimising its exiting information technology 
(IT) infrastructure, the bank should collect more information about what customers need and value. As 
customers are price-sensitive, the bank can use its existing cost advantage to gain market share in the 
short term and drive weaker offers out of the market. Branding was found to be an important differentiator 
and this bank has a strong brand, which can be used to rekindle trust with existing and potential 
customers. The bank can build a successful product leadership culture by recognising excellence in 
creativity, problem solving and teamwork among managers who are close to customers and have access 
to intelligence. Customers enjoy status and recognition are important to high value customers and the 
bank should make that a part of its value offering to private bank customers. More sympathy and 
emotional intelligence is required of managers to create trust with customers.    
 
   
Upon conclusion of this research, the following is recommended: 
 Information technology resources needs to be enhanced and improved to support customer value 
proposition 
 Increase environmental scanning on a quarterly basis in the development and maintenance of 
customer strategy 
 True customer orientation is required to execute a strategy of providing a comprehensive 
customer value proposition that serves the customers’ needs and the bank’s strategy. This can 
be achieved through continuous analysis of customer behaviour. 
 Rewards can be used to entrench customers’ loyalty. Customers want to get the best deal or they 
will look for other options. Customers also seek a reward in return for their loyalty. 
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